Bounty Hunters

Much more important information about the police and the contacts that Mike has around San Diego. "We don't have any significant contact with them. We keep it as low profile as possible. We just meet once a week to keep our information current." Mike says that they usually meet in a cafe and discuss the cases that they are working on. "We try to keep it as low profile as possible," he says. "We don't want to attract attention."

To get an idea of how similar the T.V. version of bounty hunters is to the real thing, try looking in one of the cases that Mike has worked on recently. "One time we were looking for a guy who had been working on a case for a few months," Mike says. "We finally caught up with him and he gave us the information that we needed." Mike says that he and Bill have worked on more than 100 cases. "We've had some cases that were really tough," he says. "But we've also had some that were really easy."

Mike says that he and Bill work on cases that involve a lot of travel. "We've worked on cases all over the country," he says. "But we've mostly worked on cases in San Diego." Mike says that he and Bill have worked on cases that involve a lot of surveillance. "We've worked on cases where we had to follow people," he says. "But we've mostly worked on cases where we had to get information from people." Mike says that he and Bill have worked on cases that involve a lot of lying. "We've had to lie to people," he says. "But we've mostly had to lie to people who were lying to us." Mike says that he and Bill have worked on cases that involve a lot of money. "We've worked on cases where we had to get people to pay us," he says. "But we've mostly worked on cases where we had to get people to give us information."
STRAIGHT FROM THE HIP

MATTHEW AMICK

Dear Madame,

I would like to express my appreciation for your kind letter of recommendation. It means a great deal to me and I am grateful for your endorsement.

Sincerely,

Matthew Amick
Fruits and vegetables at
WHOLESALE PRICES!!

STRAWBERRIES $2.29/FLAT
(CAN OR FREEZE)

LOCAL STRAWBERRIES 5 BASKETS/$1

AVOCADOS $1.50

POPPIE APPLES 4 LB/$1.39

FRESH CARROTS 5 LB/$1.39

LARGE CAULIFLOWER 10 LB/99C

MEDIUM SIZE RED DELICIOUS APPLES 5 LB/$1.39

TANGELO 10 LB/99C

LETTUCE 3 HEADS/99C

Our policy is simple. No gimmicks. We buy only fresh quality, brand-name, and sell at an extremely low markup to an extremely large number of people 7 days a week. A majority of our food is ORGANICALLY GROWN and is on display at the store.

TONY'S PRODUCE
10366 Mission Gorge
488-0922
open every day

FREE CLASSIFIEDS!

Insert your free classified ad in this section!...